Evaluation of TERT promoter mutations in urinary cell-free DNA and sediment DNA for detection of bladder cancer.
Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) is proposed to be a valuable source of biomarkers in liquid biopsies for various diseases as it is supposed to partially originate from tumor cells. However, data about the diagnostic implications of cfDNA in urine for the detection of bladder cancer (BCa) is sparse. We evaluated the usability of urinary cfDNA for diagnostic purposes compared to urine sediment DNA (sDNA) in 53 BCa patients and 36 control subjects by analyzing two abundant point-mutations (C228T/C250T) in the TERT promoter using Next-Generation Sequencing. Mutations were detected in 77% of the urinary sDNA compared to 63% of the cfDNA samples. Moreover, the TERT mutation allele frequencies (MAF) were highly correlated in cfDNA and sDNA. In comparison, the accuracy of the TERT assay was higher in sDNA (84%) compared to cfDNA or voided urine cytology (both 77%). Interestingly, MAFs from leukocyte-rich urines were higher in cfDNA than in sDNA, indicating a diagnostic advantage of cfDNA in such urines. Urine-based mutation detection has the ability to augment and surpass voided urine cytology as the current gold-standard for the non-invasive detection and surveillance of BCa. The analysis of cell-free DNA provides no general diagnostic advantage compared to urine sediment DNA.